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Kennel Card – guidelines for foster parents 

 
Besides caring for the foster animal, you will pick a name and observe any particular traits that 
you can communicate to the potential adopter in the “Kennel Card” that is attached to the 
“for adoption” cage or general space in the Peggy Adams adoption lobby, as well as posted on 
the on-line list of cats, kittens, and dogs available for adoption 
(http://www.peggyadams.org/adopt-a-friend). Foster parents often wait until they can find a 
name that suits the personality of the foster. Caution: When you are observing your foster, if you ever see 

what may be a serious behavior issue – a cat or dog that scratches or bites in aggression, a kitten that is feral and hides 
and hisses, contact the behavior guidance department and the foster coordinators (Shannon, Leslye) right away. Many 
issues you will be helped how to resolve at home. 

 
email to memos@peggyadams.org 
Subject – Pet’s A-number (only) ex: A0121212 
Body of email: short (50 to 200 words) and casual or engagingly expressed personality sketch 
of this pet, as spoken by the cat, kitten or dog –  

1. remove any personal signatures 
2. start with Hi, my name is ______.  
3. Then tell what a potential forever home should know about this foster, in a single 

paragraph, so the reader has the best chance of choosing the right individual for their 
environment. 

4. End with the “closure” -  an appealing way to invite the reader to choose this pet. 
 
Imagine you were looking for a pet to adopt, and think what you would like to know – is the 
kitten high energy or quiet, does it like to sit in your lap and be petted/combed, get along with 
cats, dogs, children, visitors if you have been able to observe these interactions? Is the dog or 
puppy house-trained, barks and defends his owner? And then write the short memo as if you 
were talking to a friend about this foster. 
 
You do NOT need to include such details as weight, age, and physical characteristics – the 
photo and Peggy Adams adoption staff do those stats… 
 
Read through the memos on the adopt-a-friend pages to get ideas on ways to write your own 
memo to help your foster find a forever home. Here are some examples:  
 

Hi, my name is Bella! I like to play and play hard - I'm a high-energy girl that loves to chase, pounce and 

have as much fun as I can! I'm a rough and tumble kinda kitty who enjoys living life to the fullest, I can 

make a game out of anything. And after a long day of running and jumping and climbing, I'll settle down 

for a quick nap, to recharge my batteries. Then I'm off for new adventures! Wanna join me? 

 

My name is Cleopatra. I guess you can call me the Queen of Lake Worth as I was found there. I am super 

sweet and friendly as well as being a touch on the regal side. So look into my beautiful green eyes and 

you will be mesmerized and have no choice but to take me home. 
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I am the most adorable and cute tiny tiger, gentle and sweet. Even if I am initially a bit shy, I will come to 

you when you play with me. Because I LOVE to play, like most young kitties do. I basically love any toy I 

can get my paws on, and even though I can entertain myself pretty well, I would really love for you to be 

at the other end of the wand toy and we play together! I get along fine with other cats and do not bother 

them - if they are young and playful like me, I might even try to entice them into some fun games. Maybe 

you are the one with an empty Carla-shaped spot in your heart and home which I would fill perfectly? I 

bet you could be the very special someone with that extra little bit of patience that it takes for me to come 

out of my shell, someone who will let me adjust to a new environment at my own pace. In return I 

promise you my unwavering love for the rest of my life. 

 

Hi, my name is Precious and I was rescued as a tiny shaved frightened hissing and stomping feral wildling. 

But after Peggy Adams’ behavior guidance during the critical early weeks, I have blossomed into a loving, 

purring, trusting kitten who mothers and soothes the smaller fosters. I’m sturdy and can be independent. 

I love to snuggle at naptime or I’ll stretch out on a favorite chair. I’m not demanding. I like to play, enjoy 

people, get along with other cats, and I would love to play with children. I hope you will be my forever 

home. 

 

Have Mercy! I'm Maci! I'm a wonderful girl fur sure. My charisma is off the charts. I have a very sweet 

personality that sometimes borders on the shy side. I try not to get to overstimulated and excited, but 

sometimes I can't help it. I've had some training in the past, so I know the rules and try to abide by them 

and show off my good behavior. For example, I'm already house-trained. One thing that comes 

automatically though without training is the outpouring of love and affection I have for my new fur-ever 

family. Is that you? 

 

Note, although we don’t recommend correcting an already submitted memo email, in an 
emergency you can re-send the corrected memo and hopefully it will “write over” the original. 

 
Photo guidelines: All fosters need a face photo. A well-lit and engaging photo is KEY – and no blurry photos, please. 

Put your foster on a simple bright background that will show it off. 
 
Submit photo to photos@peggyadams.org 

a. Put ONLY the animal ID in the subject line, ex: A0121212 
b. Photo MUST be taken horizontally or it’ll become distorted. This is especially important if using a 
smart-phone camera (Smartphones often produce the best photos because they optimize lighting and 
don’t distract the foster as much as a noisy clicking camera with flash.) 
c. Attach the best photo you took to the email. 
 

Submit the best photo you can, but if you have trouble, when you bring your foster for surgery, you can request the staff 
to take a better photo and if there is time, they’ll do it. 
 
Here are some sample photos: 
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